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Heavy precipitation accompanied by typhoon causes significant damage in the socio-economic
point of view. The need for a quantitative typhoon rainfall measurement technology from satellite
emerges as the most efficient way to observe cloud and precipitation system continuously from
the distant sea. Especially, the microwave signatures are highly sensitive to microphysical
properties of hydrometeor in the precipitation system. With this characteristics, physically based
rainfall retrieval algorithms using microwave observations are based on the information from
cloud resolving models. However, there are some degree of uncertainty in the clouds and
precipitation processes in the numerical weather forecasting models with various microphysics
parameterization schemes. The main purpose of this study is to develop a technique for typhoon
rainfall measurements using a-priori database constructed from the best performing microphysics
schemes. In this study, several Weather Research Forecasting (WRF) model microphysics
schemes will be assessed from the perspective of the GMI radiative signatures by analyzing the
characteristics of emission and scattering signals of GMI for several typhoon cases. Satellite
typhoon rainfall intensity will be then retrieved with the best performed microphysics schemes.
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Algorithm is developed based 
on Parametric rainfall retrieval 
algorithm (Shin and Kummerow, 
2003) 

Firstly, CRM simulations are 
evaluated from the perspective of 
passive microwave radiative 
signatures and the best performed 
scheme is selected with respect to 
emission and scattering signals.

Then, retrieval process is 
performed with the best scheme.

domain1 domain2 domain3

Horizontal Spacing 18km 6km 2km

Dimension 375x317x31 232x292x31 370x409x31

Time step 90s 30s 10s

Initial Data GDAS NCEP/NCAR reanalysis FNL DATA

Physics

sf_ocean_ mixed layer model

ra_lw_ rrtmg scheme

ra_sw_ Goddard short wave

bl_pbl_ YSU scheme

microphysics

MP8 : Thompson 
MP10 : Morrison
MP16 : WDM6
MP17 : NSSL 2-mom
MP28 :Thompson aerosol-aware 

Doamin

CRM simulation: WRF(Weather Research and Forecasting) models, eight typhoon cases
WRF simulated hydrometeor profiles

more snow 
& less cloud ice
(MP8, MP28)

more graupel ,
rain water

& less snow (MP16)

more cloud water, 
cloud ice(MP17)

more snow 
& less cloud ice
(MP8, MP28)

Model configuration

TRMM/GPM observation (34 orbits from TRMM V7, 30 orbits from GPM V04A) 
:TRMM PR
-13.8GHz (Ku-band)
-resolution : 4km
-49pixels for each scan

GPM DPR
-13.8, 35.5 GHz (Ku/Ka band)
-resolution : 4km
-25pixels for each scan(ka band)

Case : Y2014 Ty. Halong
(period: Jul. 28 – Aug. 11)

GPM observations :   
G2362,G2393,G2424,G2455  

TRMM observations : 
T95242, T95257

Scattering signals from PCT85 
and emission signals from 19H-TB 
are compared between a-priori DBs 
and observations.
The two best schemes are 
selected  for each typhoon case 
based on the similarity to  
scattering and emission signals of  
lower and higher PCT region. 

TRMM

Observed TBs vs simulated TBs in a-priori Databases

GPM
Different characteristics can 
be found between 
low(10,19,21,37GHz) and 
high(85GHz) frequency 
channels. Correlation, RMS, 
bias between the simulated and 
observed TBs at low frequency 
are better than high frequency. 

Low frequency 
channels(black line) are related 
to emission signal from water 
particles while high frequency 
channels(red line) are related 
to scattering signals from ice 
particles.

Negative bias at low 
frequency means less emission 
signals than observations, but 
at high frequency channels it 
means more scattering signals.

Orbit no. Observed features Retrieval results Orbit no. Observed features Retrieval results

a)G2362 d)G2455

b)G2393 e)T95242

c)G2424 f)T95257

PCT>240K: MP17 /  PCT<240K:MP16

PCT>240K: MP8 /  PCT<240K:MP28

PCT>240K: MP17 /  PCT<240K:MP28
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PCT>240K: MP10 /  PCT<240K:MP8

The best performed microphysics scheme varies  according to the typhoon development stage. 
For higher PCT region MP17 is mostly selected, while for lower PCT region the different scheme is selected for each orbit.
The retrieved maximum and mean rain rates are more comparable to the PR/DPR maximum rain rates than GPROF TRMM(V7) and GPM(V04A).
At heavier rain rate region, retrieved rain rates in this study are slightly overestimated, while generally most of all passive microwave retrieved rain rates are underestimated. 

PCT>240K: MP17 /  PCT<240K:MP16

PCT>240K: MP17 /  PCT<240K:MP10
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